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In this paper we study the geodesical connectedness of Lorentzian manifolds. We
consider a connected manifold M=M0_R, where M0 is a complete Riemannian
manifold endowed with a Lorentzian metric g of splitting type. We prove that,
under suitable hypotheses on the coefficients of the metric g, M is geodesically
connected.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS
In this paper we study the geodesical connectedness of the Lorentzian
manifolds of splitting type.
We recall that a Lorentzian (or Riemannian) manifold (M, g) is said
geodesically connected if every couple of its points can be joined by a
geodesic.
While for Riemannian manifolds the HopfRinow theorem [7] gives a
satisfactory answer to this problem, in the Lorentzian case, not even the
compactness assumption on the manifold is sufficient to guarantee the
geodesical connectedness (see [5]).
Results in this context are provided, among the others, by [25, 10],
using variational methods. In this paper, by applying techniques similar to
those used in [1, 6, 10], we improve the result of [4], on the asymptotic
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behaviour of the derivatives of the coefficients of the metric g, and giving
a proof which seems a little more simple.
We recall that a Lorentzian manifold is a couple (M, g), where M is a
smooth manifold and g is a smooth, second order metric tensor on M
having index 1, i.e. for any z # M, g(z)[ } , } ] is a nondegenerate bilinear
form on TzM having exactly one negative eigenvalue.
For z=(x, t) # M, the tangent space TzM is identified with the product:
TzM=Tx M0_R;
using this identification, we will also assume that the Lorentzian metric g
is written as:
g(z)[‘, ‘]= g(x, t)[(!, {), (!, {)]=(:(x, t) !, !) &;(x, t) {2; (1.1)
where ‘ # Tz M, ! # TxM0 , { # R. Here, :(x, t) is a positive operator on
TxM0 , ;(x, t) # R+ and they depend smoothly on x and t. A geodesic in M
is a smooth curve # : [0, 1] [ M which is a critical point for the action
functional f :
f (#)= 12 |
1
0
g(#(s))[#* (s), #* (s)] ds ; (1.2)
or, equivalently, which satisfies the equation:
{s#* #0,
where {s#* (s) denotes the covariant derivative of #* (s) with respect to the
LeviCivita connection of the metric tensor g. # is called space-like, light-like
or time-like respectively when g(#(s)[#* (s), #* (s)], (which is constant for any
geodesic #) is greater, equal or less than zero respectively.
In what follows we will consider a smooth connected finite dimensional
manifold
M=M0_R, (1.3)
endowed with the Lorentzian metric g given by (1.1), where M0 is a com-
plete, connected Riemannian manifold whose Riemannian metric on M0
will be denoted by ( } , } ) x .
The main result of the paper states, under suitable conditions on the
metric g, the geodesical connectedness of M:
Theorem 1.1. Let M=M0_R be a Lorentzian manifold, with metric g
given by (1.1). Suppose that:
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there exists a constant *>0 such that, for every z=(x, t) # M
and for every ! # TxM0 ,
*(!, !) (:(x, t) !, !); (A.1)
there exist two constants 0<&C, such that for every z # M
&;(z)C; (A.2)
sup
z # M
[ |;t(z)|]<+,
and (A.3)
sup
z # M
[ |:t(z)|]<+.
Let + be the best positive constant such that
(:t (x, t)!, !)+(:(x, t)!, !) as t [ +,
&(:t (x, t)!, !)+(:(x, t)!, !) as t [ &,
and
sup
z # M
[ |;t (z)|]+C. (A.4)
Set
C 1(x0 , x1)=[x # C 1([0, 1], M0): x(0)=x0 , x(1)=x1],
C 1(t0 , t1)=[t # C 1([0, 1], R): t(0)=t0 , t(1)=t1],
and
K(z0 , z1)= sup
t # C 1 (t0 , t1)
inf
x # C 1 (x0 , x1)
f (x, t).
Suppose that
K(z0 , z1)<
2&2
C+2
. (A.5)
Then there exists a geodesic joining z0 and z1 .
Remark 1.1. Observe by conditions (A.1) and (A.3) it follows that
there exists a positive constant :0 such that
|(:t(x, t) !, !) |
(:(x, t) !, !)
:0
for every x # M0 , t # R, 0{TxM0 .
Conditions (A.4) and (A.5) give a more accurate information about the
behaviour of : at infinity.
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Example 1.2. It is easy to prove that the completeness of M0 and
hypothesis (A.1)(A.2) imply the global hyperbolicity for (M, g), but this
does not guarantee the geodesic connectedness. An example can be
obtained considering R2 endowed with the metric
ds2=(1+t2) dx2&
1
1+t2
dt2.
Under a suitable change of variables the above metric becomes
ds2=
dx2&d{2
cos2 {
with x # R and { # ]&?2, ?2[. The product space R_]&?2, ?2[,
equipped with the norm obtained, is globally hyperbolic, while it is not
geodesically connected (see [9], pag. 7).
2. THE FUNCTIONAL FRAMEWORK
Let z0=(x0 , t0) and z1=(x1 , t1) be two events in M0_R.
We put
H=H1, 2([0, 1], M0)
={x : [0, 1] [ M0 , x absolutely continuous, |
1
0
(x* , x* ) x<+=,
and
01#02(M0 , x0 , x1)=[x # H : x(0)=x0 , x(1)=x1].
It has been proven in [8] that 01 is a Hilbert sub-manifold of H and its
tangent space at x # 01 is given by
Tx01=[! # H 1, 2([0, 1], TxM0) : !(0)=!(1)=0].
The completeness of M0 implies that also 01 is complete.
For t0 , t1 # R, we also consider the space
W1=W 1(t0 , t1)=[t # H1, 2([0, 1], R) : t(0)=t0 , t(1)=t1],
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which is a closed affine Hilbert sub-manifold of H1, 2([0, 1], R). The
tangent space Tt W1 is identified with the space:
W10=[{ # H
1, 2([0, 1], R) : {(0)={(1)=0];
the Riemannian structure on W1 is given by the scalar product:
({, {) (1)=|
1
0
{* (s)2 ds+|
1
0
{(s)2 ds,
or, equivalently by the Hilbertian norm:
&{&10=\|
1
0
{* (x)2 ds+
12
.
Finally, for z0=(x0 , t0) and z1=(x1 , t1) in M, we will denote by Z the
Hilbert manifold:
Z=Z(z0 , z1)=01(x0 , x1)_W1(t0 , t1),
which is a Hilbert manifold, endowed with the product structure.
It is easy to see that the action functional f defined in (1.2) is a C1-func-
tional on Z; moreover its critical points are the geodesics joining z0
and z1 .
Therefore we have to look for the critical points of f. To this end we will
need of a particular variant of the Rabinowitz Saddle Point Theorem
([11]). In order to apply this theorem to our case, we introduce a finite
dimensional approximation for the affine space W1(t1 , t0) on the time
variable. For k # N, we set:
Zk=01_Wk ,
where
Wk=t*+Wk, 0 ,
with
Wk, 0=span[sin( j?s), j=1, 2, ..., k].
Denoting by t
*
the segment joining t0 and t1 , we define the following
subsets of Z
S=[(x, t
*
) # Z : x # 01];
fixed x in 01, for any k # N, R>0
QR=[(x , t) # Z : &t&t
*
&<R]
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and
QRk =[(x , t) # Zk : &t&t*&<R].
We can now state the following variant of the Saddle Point Theorem
([2, 4, 11]):
Theorem 2.1. Let I : Z [ R be a C 1 functional and Ik the restriction of
I to Zk .
Assume that
(1) Ik satisfies (PS) condition for every k # N;
(2) there exists a constant R>0, such that:
(i) sup I(QR)<+;
(ii) sup I(QR)<inf I(S).
Define, for every k # N
ck= inf
h # 1k
sup I(h(QRk )),
where
1k=[h # C0(Zk , Zk) : h(z)=z for every z # QRk ].
Then every ck is well defined, ck # ]inf I(S), sup I(QR)], and is a critical
value of Ik .
Since the action functional f on a Lorentzian manifold does not satisfy
the PalaisSmale property, which is an essential hypothesis of Theorem 2.1,
we need to use also a penalization argument. Let  : [0, +) [ R be a
smooth (C2) real function with the following properties:
(1) (_)>0,
(2) "(_)>0,
(3) (_)$(_),
(4) for every p>0 there exists two positive constants ap and
bp such that (_)ap _ p&bp ,
(5) _$(_)(_), (2.1)
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for every _ # R+. We introduce the ‘‘cut function’’ = given by
=(_)={
 \_&1=+
0
if _
1
=
,
if _<
1
=
,
and we define the penalized functional f= : Z [ R such that:
f=(x, t)= f (x, t)&= \|
1
0
t* (s)2 ds+ , (2.2)
where, using the expression of g in coordinates (1.1), f can be written as:
f (z)= f (x, t)= 12 |
1
0
[(:(x, t) x* , x* )x&;(x, t) t* 2] ds.
Observe indeed that &z&21, 2<1= implies f=(z)= f (z). The function = is of
class C2, and f= is a C2 functional on Z. For z=(x, t) # Z and ‘=
(!, {) # TzZ, the differential of f= is given by:
f $=(z)[‘]= f $(z)[‘]&2$= \|
1
0
t* (s)2 ds+ |
1
0
t* (s) {* (s) ds. (2.3)
3. PALAISSMALE CONDITION AND A PRIORI ESTIMATES FOR
THE PENALIZED FUNCTIONAL f=
We recall that
Definition 3.1. Let f : X [ R be a functional defined on the Hilbert
manifold X and c a real number. f satisfies the (P.S.) condition at the level
c, if for every sequence [xn]n # N in X such that:
(1) limn   F(xn)=c;
(2) limn   F $(xn)=0,
there exists a converging subsequence. A sequence [xn] in X satisfying (1)
and (2) is called a PalaisSmale sequence at the sublevel c. If f satisfies the
PalaisSmale condition at every level c # R, then we say that it verifies the
(P.S.) condition.
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We will prove that the penalized functional f= satisfies the PalaisSmale
condition at every level on Z.
Lemma 3.2. Let c be a real constant, $n0 be an infinitesimal sequence
in R+, and [zn=(xn , tn)]n # N be a sequence in Z, with:
(1) f=(zn)c,
(2) inf
‘ # TznZ
‘{0
f $=(zn)[‘]
&‘&
&$n , where & }& is the Hilbertian norm in TznZ,
for some =>0. Then 10 t* n(s)
2 ds and 10 (x* n(s), x* n(s)) ds are bounded.
Proof. We consider the tangent vector {n defined by:
{n=tn&t* ,
where t
*
(s)=(1&s) t0+st1 . Clearly, {n # W 10([0, 1], R) and ‘n=(0, {n) #
Tzn Z. By the Poincare inequality, one has:
&‘n&=&{n&1, 22 &{* n&L2 .
Recalling (2.3), the assumption (2) implies:
&$n &{* n &L2|
1
0
[(:t(zn) x* n , x* n)(tn&t*)&;t(zn) t
* 2n(tn&t*)] ds
&2 |
1
0
;(zn) t* 2n ds+2(t1&t0) |
1
0
;(zn) t* n ds
&2 \|
1
0
t* 2n ds+ $= \|
1
0
t* 2n ds+
+2(t1&t0)2 $= \|
1
0
t* 2n ds+ . (3.2.1)
From (A.4) and Remark 1.1 it follows
|
1
0
(:t(zn) x* n , x* n)(tn&t*) ds:0 |
1
0
(:(zn) x* n , x* n) |tn&t* | ds, (3.2.2)
&|
1
0
;t(zn) t* 2n(tn&t*) dsC |
1
0
t* 2n |tn&t* | ds, (3.2.3)
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Thus, substituting (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) in (3.2.1), we get:
&$n &t* n&t* *&L2&tn&t*&L |
1
0
[:0(:(zn) x* n , x* n) ++Ct* 2n] ds
+2C |t1&t0 | |
1
0
|t* n | ds&2 |
1
0
;(zn) t* 2n ds
&2 \|
1
0
t* 2n ds+ $= \|
1
0
t* 2n ds+
+2(t1&t0)2 $= \|
1
0
t* 2n ds+ . (3.2.4)
Moreover we have that
|
1
0
(:(zn) x* n , x* n) ds=2f=(zn)+|
1
0
;(zn) t* 2n ds+2= \|
1
0
t* 2n ds+ . (3.2.5)
Since
&tn&t*&L\|
1
0
|t* n&t* * |
2 ds+
12
\|
1
0
t* 2n ds+
12
+\|
1
0
t* 2
*
ds+
12
,
by applying the Young inequality to the second term on the right hand side
of (3.2.5), we obtain an inequality of the following type:
&$n &t* n&t* *&L2P \\|
1
0
t* 2n ds+
12
++2(t1&t0)2 $= \|
1
0
t* 2n ds+
&2 \|
1
0
t* 2n ds+ $= \|
1
0
t* 2n ds+
+2= \|
1
0
t* 2n ds+_\|
1
0
t* 2n ds+
12
+\|
1
0
t* 2
*
ds+
12
& , (3.2.6)
where P is a polynomial of degree 3. If 10 t*
2
n ds was arbitrarily large,
properties (4) and (5) of = in (2.1) would imply a contradiction. Then the
quantity 10 t*
2
n ds has to be bounded.
From the previous estimate on 10 t*
2
n ds it easy to verify that
10 (x* n(s), x* n(s)) ds is bounded too and this concludes the proof. K
We are ready now to state and prove the following result:
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Proposition 3.3. For every =>0, the penalized functional f= satisfies the
PalaisSmale condition at every level c on Z.
Proof. Let c # R and [zn]n=[(xn , tn)]n be a PalaisSmale sequence for
f= at the level c in Z. By Lemma 3.2 zn is bounded into H1, 2-norm. So, up
by passing to a subsequence, one has that xn is weakly convergent in 01
to an element x, and tn is weakly convergent in W1(t0 , t1) to t. By standard
techniques (see [6, 10]), it easy to prove the strong convergence for the
subsequences of xn and tn obtained above. K
The main results of this section are the following a priori estimates on
the critical points of the functional f= :
Proposition 3.4. Let =0>0 and K # R such that K<2&2+2C. Then for
every critical point z= (x= , t=) of the penalized functional f= and for every
= # (0, =0], with
f=(z=)K,
there exists a positive constant N>0 such that
|
1
0
t* =(s)2 dsN (3.4.1)
and
|
1
0
(x* =(s), x* =(s)) dsN. (3.4.2)
Remark 3.1. Observe that if (3.4.1) holds, then it is not difficult to
prove (3.4.2).
We recall the following technical result, whose proof can be found in
[6]:
Lemma 3.5. let , # C1(R+, R+) and L>0 such that
0,$(_)L,(_) for any _ # R+
and
lim
_  +
,(_)=+.
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Let t # R+ and consider
1(%, ,, t )={t # H 1, 20 ([0, 1], R) : for any [a, b]/[0, 1] satisfying
t(a)=t(b)=t , and t(s)>t for any s # (a, b),
the following inequality holds :
|
b
a
t* (s)2 ,(t(s)) ds% |
b
a
,(t(s)) ds= ,
where % is a positive number such that
L - %<2.
Then there exists a constant S=S(,, L, %, t ) such that
sup[t(s) : s # [0, 1], t # 1(%, ,, t )]S.
Lemma 3.5 make us able to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.6. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 3.4, the function t=(s),
s # [0, 1], is uniformly bounded with respect to =>0.
Proof. Multiplying by (x* , t* ) in the EuleroLagrange equation for the
critical points of f= , one shows that, if z= (x= , t=) is a critical point of f=
it satisfies the following relation
f=(z)&\|
1
0
t* 2 ds+ $= \|
1
0
t* 2 ds++= \|
1
0
t* 2 ds+
=(:(z) x* , x* ) &;(z) t* 2&$= \|
1
0
t* 2 ds+ } t* . (3.6.1)
First we will prove that t= is bounded from above independently of =. Put
t =max[t0 , t1]<. If, for every s # [0, 1], t=(s)t there is nothing to
prove. Otherwise, there exists an interval I=[a, b]/[0, 1], such that
t=(s)>t for any s # (a, b), and t =t=(a)=t=(b).
Since
df
dt
(z)[{]= f $(z)[(0, {)]
=|
1
0 _
1
2
(:t(x, t) x* , x* ) {&
1
2
;t(x, t) t* 2{&;(x, t) t* {* & ds,
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recalling (A.2)(A.4) and setting
{(s)={sinh(|(t=(s)&t
 ))
0
if s # I
if s  I,
in (2.3) (where | # R+"[0]), we can write
0|
I
+(:(z=) x* = , x* =) { ds++C |
I
t* 2= { ds&2 |
I
;(z=) t* ={* ds
&4 \|I t* ={* ds+ $= \|
1
0
t* 2= ds+ .
As {(s)cosh(|(t=(s)&t )), for any s # I, we can write (if E is sufficiently
large)
0|
I
+(:(z=) x* = , x* =) cosh(|(t=(s)&t )) ds
+(+C&2|&) |
I
t* 2= cosh(|(t=(s)&t )) ds
&4|$= \|
1
0
t* 2= ds+\|I t* 2= cosh(|(t=(s)&t )) ds+ . (3.6.2)
From the properties of = and by (3.6.1), it follows that
0+f=(z=) |
I
cosh(|(t=(s)&t )) ds
+(+&4|) $= \|
1
0
t* 2= ds+\|I t* 2= cosh(|(t=(s)&t )) ds+
+2(+C&|&) |
I
t* 2= cosh(|(t=(s)&t )) ds.
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Recall that f=(z=)K and big enough such that
\ ’K2(|&&’C)+
12
<2
allows us to apply Lemma 3.5 with ,(t=)=cosh(|(t=&t )). Then we have
that t= is uniformly bounded from above. In a similar way we can obtain
an uniform estimate from below applying the analogous of Lemma 3.5
in R&. K
Now we are able to prove Proposition 3.4.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. We consider the tangent vector { defined by
{=sinh(|(t=&t*)),
where t
*
(s)=(1&s) t0+st1 and | is a positive constant that will be deter-
mined later. Observe that by Proposition 3.6, t=&t* is bounded in L

uniformly on =. We have (by Remark 1.1 and setting ’C=B)
0= f $=[0, {]|
1
0
(:0(:(z=) x* = , x* =) |{|+Bt* 2= |{| ) ds
&2| |
1
0
;(z=) t* =(t* =&t* *) cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds
&4| \|
1
0
t* =(t* =&t* *) cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds+ $= \|
1
0
t* 2= ds+
(3.4.3)
By definition t*
*
(s)#t1&t0 , and substituting (3.6.1) in (3.4.3), by (A.2) we
obtain
0:0_f=(z=) |
1
0
|{| ds+C |
1
0
t* 2= |{| ds+_= \|
1
0
t* 2= ds+
&\|
1
0
t* 2= ds+ $= \|
1
0
t* 2= ds+& |
1
0
|{| ds+$= \|
1
0
t* 2= ds+ |
1
0
t* 2= |{| ds&
+B |
1
0
t* 2= |{| ds&2|& |
1
0
t* 2= cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds
&4|$= \|
1
0
t* 2= ds+ |
1
0
t* 2= cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds
+2|(t1&t0) |
1
0
;(z=) t* = cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds
+4|(t1&t0) \$= \|
1
0
t* 2= ds+ |
1
0
t* = cosh(|(t=&t*))+ ds.
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Since t* =&t* *=t
* =&(t1&t0),
|
1
0
t* = cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds=|
1
0
(t* =&t* *) cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds
+(t1&t0) |
1
0
cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds
=(t1&t0) |
1
0
cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds.
Moreover by the Young inequality, for every $>0, we have
} 2|(t1&t0) |
1
0
;(z=) t* = cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds }
| |t1&t0 | C _|
1
0
$t* 2= cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds+|
1
0
1
$
cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds&.
Suppose by contradiction that there exists a sequence =n  0 such that
10 t*
2
=n ds  +. Since |{|cosh(|(t=n&t*)), we obtain (omitting the index n
and using the properties of =)
0:0K |
1
0
cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds
+[:0C+B&2|&+| |t1&t0 | C$] |
1
0
t* 2= cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds
+(:0&2|) $= \|
1
0
t* = ds+ |
1
0
t* 2= cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds
+| |t1&t0 |
C
$ |
1
0
cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds.
If we take $ such that
$<
2&
C |t1&t0 |
,
it suffices to choose | satisfying the condition
|>max {:02
:0 C+B
2&&|t1&t0 | C$=
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in order to get the thesis. Indeed in this case there exists a positive constant
#0 such that
0:0K |
1
0
cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds&#0 |
1
0
t* 2= cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds
+| |t1&t0 |
C
$ |
1
0
cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds.
Since t= is uniformly bounded with respect to =, so is 10 cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds.
Then 10 t*
2
= cosh(|(t=&t*)) ds is uniformly bounded too. As cosh(%)1
\% # R, we are done. K
Corollary 3.7. Under the same hypothesis of Proposition 3.4, z= is
bounded family in Z.
Note that the critical points of f on Zk and on Z are related by the
following lemma:
Lemma 3.8. Let zk be a critical point for f on Zk for all k # N and
assume that there exist two constants c1 and c2 such that, \k # N it is:
c1 f (zk)c2 , c2K(z0 , z1).
Then [zk] has a subsequence converging in Z to a critical point z of f, and
c1 f (z)c2 .
Proof. Thanks to the a priori estimates, the proof is essentialy the same
of Lemma 3.4 in [2]. K
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.1: first we will verify the exist-
ence of a critical point for the penalized functional f= in Zk for =>0 small;
then, by means of the a priori estimates of Section 3 and Lemma 3.8, we
will get the claim for the functional f.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 The proof of Theorem 1.1 is an application of
Theorem 2.1. By Proposition 3.3, the restriction f k= of f= to Zk satisfies
(P.S.) condition.
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Moreover, recalling the definitions of S and QRk in Section 2, there exists
=0>0 such that for any =<=0 we have
inf
z # S
f=(z)= inf
z # S
f (z)&sup
z # S
;(z)(t1&t0)2=&C(t1&t0)2>&.
On the other hand, arguing as in Lemma 5.1 of [BFM], we obtain that for
any z # QR
f=(z) f (z) [ & as &t* & [ +.
So for R sufficiently large and =<=0
sup f=(QR)<inf f=(S).
Then by Theorem 2.1 for every = small enough and k # N the quantity
ck, = inf
h # 1k
sup f= (h(QRk ))
where
1k=[h # C(Zk , Zk) : h(z)=z \z # QRk ],
is a critical value of f k= such that
inf f (S)<c=, ksup f (QR).
By assumption (A.5) it turns out that c=, k2&2(+2C)&$, for some $>0.
Then Lemma 3.8 and the a priori estimates for the critical points of f= , we
obtain the thesis. K
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